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Project CREATES

Circumpolar Resilience Engagement and Action Through Story (CREATES) is from the Sustainable Development Working Group (SDWG) of the Arctic Council. Youth “were invited to engage in a dialogue about suicide prevention by telling their own stories, and were supported to make these stories into digital stories, or short films.” To view their stories please go to CREATES webpage: https://project-creates-arctic.squarespace.com/

Google Scholar 2019 Metrics

On July 19th Google Scholar released the 2019 Scholar Metrics. “This release covers articles published in 2014–2018 and includes citations from all articles that were indexed in Google Scholar as of July 2019. Scholar Metrics include journals from websites that follow our inclusion guidelines and selected conferences in Engineering & Computer Science. Publications with fewer than 100 articles in 2014–2018, or publications that received no citations over these years are not included.”

Cochrane Evidence Essentials

“Cochrane Evidence Essentials is a free online resource offering an introduction to health evidence, and how to use it to make informed health choices.” https://training.cochrane.org/resources?fbclid=IwAR2NwOQk2Q12ij66p1gjOnPExjNwi4i48bEKTtENsKa.7v7D.-WcUowW7E

New Articles of Interest


Hsu, C et al. Epidemiology of Chagas disease in Canada: a six-year review to support vaccine decision-making. CCMR. 2019.


New Articles on Circumpolar Health


Huot, C et al. Asthma Action Plan Update

Presented by MacHealth+ this is “a program from The Lung Association on Asthma Action Plans for providers to develop baseline knowledge of the components and benefits of using an Action Plan with patients and describe the recommendations for escalating therapy within the action plan.” https://machealth.ca/programs/asthma-action-plan/

New Guidelines


Calls For Proposal


Canadian Institutes of Health Research. WHAIDS and STBBI Community-Based Research. Submission deadline: October 17, 2019
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